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The Meddium Energy Beam
B
Transport (MEBT) linne for
the Front Ennd Test Stand (FETS) at Ruutherford Apppleton
Laboratory (RAL)
(
consistts of a number of quadruppoles,
re-bunching cavities andd a fast-slow chopping syystem
with dedicated beam dum
mps, as well as
a diagnostics. The
type and deesign of the quadrupoles
q
t be used merits
to
m
special attenntion. Due too space restrrictions, a hybrid
h
quadrupole solution
s
has been proposeed in the past [1].
However, because
b
of the limited range of field
adjustability achievable, thhis approach is
i not ideal. Inn this
paper, a very prelim
minary investigation off an
electromagneetic quadrupoole (EMQ) deesign is preseented.
Magnetic siimulations reesults perforrmed with a 2D
simulation code
c
will bee discussed including magnet
m
optimisation details.

INTRO
ODUCTION
N
The inteerest for Higgh Power Prroton Accelerrators
(HPPAs) hass grown signifficantly in the last few yearrs due
to their manyy applicationss: drivers for neutrino factories,
neutron sourrces, transmuters for long-liived nuclear waste
w
products andd energy ampliifiers.
The Froont End Test Stand (F
FETS) projecct at
Rutherford Appleton Laaboratory (RA
AL) is the main
HPPA R&D
D project in the UK [2]. It represents the
national com
mmitment to the developpment of a next
generation high
h
power, high intensity proton acceleerator
and at the same time prepares
p
the way for a future
f
t ISIS Spallation Source.
upgrade for the
When coompleted, FE
ETS will consist of an H- ion
source, a Loow Energy Beeam Transportt Line (LEBT
T), an
RFQ and a Medium Energy
E
Beam
m Transport line
(MEBT). Thhe ion source will
w generate a 65 keV, 600 mA,
2ms, 50 pps H- beam whiich will be foccused and matched
into an RFQ
Q by a three-ssolenoid LEB
BT. The 4 m long,
324 MHz RF
FQ will bunchh and acceleratte the beam upp to 3
MeV. The RF
FQ will be followed by thee MEBT line which
w
houses a twoo stage choppper with dediccated beam duumps.
The MEBT
T will transport the beam
b
througgh a
comprehensiive set of diaagnostics andd into a dediicated
target area. The
T FETS layoout can be seeen in Figure 1..

Figure 1: The Front
F
End Test Stand.

SIGN CON
NSIDERAT
TIONS
EMQ DES
One
O of the maain componennts of FETS is the MEBT
T
line [3]. The currrent MEBT scheme con
nsists of 11
quad
drupoles, 4 ree-bunching ccavities, a fasst-slow beam
m
chop
pping system with two eelectrostatic choppers
c
andd
dediccated beam dumps
d
and a ddiagnostics beeam line, as itt
can be
b seen in Figgure 2.
Electromagnet
E
tic quadrupolees have been used
u
in linearr
accelerators worlddwide for a loong time. Theey are capablee
of prroducing highh magnetic fieelds that can be
b adjusted byy
vary
ying the curreent flow in thhe conductors in order too
achieeve the desirrable magnetic field magnitude. Moree
recen
ntly, a num
mber of linacc projects have
h
adoptedd
perm
manent magnet quadrupolles (PMQs) as focussingg
strucctures. PMQs are based onn rare earth materials
m
andd
they offer a coompact desiggn with very
y high fieldd
grad
dients, but onn the other hhand, the maagnetic fieldss
cann
not be adjusteed once they have been in
nstalled in thee
linacc. The FETS MEBT
M
line hoowever, needss quadrupoless
capaable of dealingg with differennt beam regim
mes for whichh
adjustability is esssential. Thereefore, it has been decidedd
that EMQs are a more
m
suitable cchoice for thiss project.
The
T
main quadrupole
q
rrequirements have beenn
specified by the MEBT beaam dynamicss design. Ann
apertture of 30 mm
m is necesssary and magnetic
m
fieldd
grad
dients of up to
t 25 T/m. IIn this prelim
minary designn
investigation, we have taken thhe following guidelines
g
intoo
conssideration:
- Magnetic
M
desiign: The EMQ
Qs should meeet the imposedd
desig
gn specificatiion in termss of field grradient, fieldd
hom
mogeneity, etc.
- Mechanical
M
d
design:
the EM
MQs have to fit inside thee
physsical limits im
mposed by the M
MEBT opticaal design.
- Manufacturing
M
g: the optimissed EMQ geo
ometry shouldd
take into account the available cooling options, tolerancess
g
easee of manufactuure.
and generally

M
MODEL
DE
ETAILS
In order to anallyse the achieevable field grradients, a 2D
D
mod
del has been created
c
using tthe ANSOFT
T MAXWELL
L
softw
ware [4]. Thee model conssists of a 4 pole
p
magneticc
beariing of silicon steel M400.

gure 2: Schem
matic drawing of the FETS MEBT
M
line.
Fig
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This material has been chosen for its good magnetic
and mechanical properties. Its magnetisation curve can be
seen in Figure 3. To achieve the design field gradients,
current densities of up to 5 A/mm2 will be needed. This
high current density requires a cooling system which will
have to be integrated in the design. The most evident
choice is using copper wire with cooling channels.

Figure 4: Quadrupole configuration: A) Yoke Outer
radius; B) Winding radius; C) Aperture radius; D)
Winding angle.

DESIGN RESULTS

Figure 3: B-H curve for silicon steel M400.
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Optimisation Procedure
To facilitate the optimal choice of parameters in this
multidimensional
simulation
space,
ANSOFT
MAXWELL allows multiple simulations to be performed
automatically choosing the starting, final and step values
for each variable. Each parameter was thus simulated and
its effects independently studied. An example of an
optimisation study can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameter Values Considered for Simulations

After performing the optimisation, various parameters
can be chosen based on the simulation results. Additional
constraints like manufacturing feasibility and mechanical
limitations have to be taken into account. For example,
the difficulty of the winding increases with the increase of
the winding radius (B), and as a result the lowest radius
that satisfies the gradient requirements is preferred. An
example of a possible set of parameters can be seen in
Table 2.
Table 2: A Possible Set of Practical EMQ Parameters
Size
Magnet aperture radius (mm)

15

Winding radius (mm)

50

Yoke outer radius (mm)

100

Winding angle (º)

75

Size

Step

Max. Current Density (A/mm )

5

Magnet aperture radius (mm)

15

-

Max. Gradient (T/m)

26.88

Winding radius (mm)

40-80

10

EMQ length (mm)

70

Yoke outer radius (mm)

100-150

10

Winding angle (º)

65-75

5

Current Density (A/mm2)

0-5

0.5

A brief description of the above parameters is below.
The quadrupole configuration can be seen in Figure 4.
- The magnet aperture radius corresponds to the beam
pipe of the MEBT line and is fixed.
- The winding radius is the distance between the centre
of the quadrupole and the outermost part of the coil.
- The yoke outer radius is the outer quadrupole radius.
- The winding angle is the angle between the abscissa
and the opposite side of the winding.

2

As expected, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, the winding
radius and angle have a direct influence on the magnetic
field gradient. As these two parameters increase, so does
the gradient. This is clearly due to the fact that as the coil
cross section area increases, more current flows through.
Simulations have also shown that the yoke outer
radius influence on gradient is minimal above a certain
value, as seen in Figure 7. The slight gradient variations
are just simulation noise caused by mesh density
differences between the various designs.
The gradient dependency on the applied current
density can be seen in Figure 8, while Figure 9 shows a
typical ANSOFT MAXWELL output of the magnetic
field.
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Figure 5: Magnetic field gradient with Winding radius
(Current density = 5 A/mm2, Yoke Outer radius =
100 mm, Angle = 75º).

Figure 8: Magnetic field gradient with Current Density
(Winding radius = 50 mm, Yoke Outer radius = 100 mm,
Angle = 75º).
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Figure 6: Magnetic field gradient with Winding angle
(Current density = 5 A/mm2, Yoke Outer radius =
100 mm, Winding radius = 50 mm).
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Figure 9: Magnetic field map of the EMQ at 5 A/mm2.

CONCLUSIONS
A very preliminary study has been started in order to
find a suitable EMQ design for the FETS project at RAL.
Initial simulation results indicate that in order to achieve
the design parameters, care has to be taken when
optimising the quadrupole geometry. However, this is
only an initial step in the overall design process. More
work is further needed to optimise the quadrupole
geometry as to improve the field homogeneity, while
considering cooling, manufacturing, mechanical and cost
aspects of the design. A 3D model is currently under
development.
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Figure 7: Magnetic field gradient with Yoke Outer radius
(Current density = 5 A/mm2, Winding radius = 50 mm,
Angle = 75º).
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